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Brexit fears hitting produce prices
Uncertainty over the UK’s future in Europe
is affecting food and drink prices, with the
implications of a potential Brexit hitting
confidence at key points in the supply chain.
In the run-up to the referendum, suppliers are
reporting a range of factors combining to put
upward pressure on the prices being paid by
caterers. While there are strong views in both
camps as to whether Brexit would be good for
the UK in the long-term, the extended debate
is having an impact.
Factors causing challenges for suppliers include:
• City caution over the outcome of the
referendum has seen a weakening of
sterling against both the euro and the
dollar. This affects import prices, with
summer salad produce such as tomatoes,
lettuce and cucumbers mainly imported
from Europe, and more pork also being
imported as UK production declines. Key
commodities such as coffee and bananas
are traded in dollars, also pushing up the
prices paid by caterers.

seasonal work such as picking
and packing, and are worried
about the longer term availability of these
workers and the effect on their costs.

Minimum wage
pre-April

£6.70

post-April

£7.20

% Variance

7.46%

Currency
Year
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% Variance

Dollar 	Euro
1.49
1.39
1.38

1.25

c.8%

c.10%

• Increased transport costs. These include
higher prices for fuel being paid by UK
companies shipping from Europe, and
increased costs due to the migrant crisis.
Hauliers have significantly increased the
extra charge per pallet year-on-year to cover
increased insurance costs - if a migrant
is found in a vehicle the whole load is
disposed of. There is also an additional cost
in time for drivers delayed at ports.

• The availability and cost of labour. The
introduction of the National Living Wage
in April has increased labour costs, which
are significant in an industry which has
to work on low margins. Producers rely
heavily on migrant labour from the EU for

The Inflation factor
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The Consumer Prices Index (CPI) rose by 0.3% in the
year to April 2016, down from 0.5% in the year to March.
Most core food items showed a decrease, with the main
exception being oils and fats, up by 3.3% according to the
CPI measure.
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The more detailed RPI inflation measure shows a
significant increase in the cost of eating out in the month
following the introduction of the National Living Wage.
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Hotel, restaurant
and pub meals:
2%

Business, industry
and workplace meals:
1.1%

Take away meals:
1.9%
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Beef BBQ
boost
As the barbecue season
gets going, demand is
increasing for forequarter
meat used in burgers, along
with on-trend BBQ cuts such
as short rib and brisket, so
expect prices to creep up.
Sirloin remains a great value
steak cut.

fresh fish

salmon in demand

With farmed fish potentially
affected by unfavourable
exchange rates, the summer provides an
excellent opportunity to use a greater range
from the British coastline. Species with good
availability and pricing should include: hake,
pollock, mackerel, gurnard, grey mullet,
bream, dabs, lemon sole, brill and plaice.
Both haddock and smaller sizes of cod are
expected to be reasonably priced, although
fleets are likely to reduce larger fish landings
from June onwards as their quotas
for the year come to an end.

High prices
for salmon
are expected
throughout the
summer, with
low availability
of farmed fish
due to quality
problems, as well
as Russia’s return
to purchasing
Norwegian
salmon.

Shellfish season
Native lobsters and crabs should be good
value, while cold water prawns have seen
prices decrease as availability improves, and
this should continue as the year goes on.
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pricier pork
The exit of British pork producers due to low
returns continues to require more pork to be
imported from Europe, making the weaker
pound once again a factor in higher prices.
Cuts such as baby back ribs are very popular
for barbecues, while shoulders and
loins are better value options.

potato problems
The overall quality of last autumn’s potatoes
in storage is of concern, with rot becoming
more commonplace. Cost increases in both
good quality raw material and prepared
potatoes are likely before the new season
starts in late summer.

high quality Lamb
The mild winter has ensured that English lamb
is very high quality and as always, prices peak
in June. As with other produce, the weaker
pound has increased the costs for importers,
pushing up the price of New Zealand lamb.

Fresh produce
For crops such as berries and salads, labour accounts for a large percentage
of the final product cost, making the impact of the National Living Wage a
significant factor this summer. With much of the fruit and veg consumed in the UK grown
abroad, once again the weakness of the pound is causing price rises.

salads crunch
The mild winter, with warm weather and
limited rainfall, has led to farmers across
Europe having to harvest many crops up to
30 days ahead of schedule. This has led to
both oversupply and poor quality at times,
impacting availability.

citrus
sharper
Lemon supplies will be
particularly challenging during
the first few months of the summer, due to an
estimated 30% reduction in Spanish volumes.
Fruit from the Southern Hemisphere is due to
start in mid-July, but the price will be affected
by the stronger dollar. Limes have had a
good year, but exchange rates have eroded
the benefit.
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avocados in
demand
Global demand continues to increase for
avocados. US demand alone has quintupled
in the last 15 years, while year-on-year sales
in the UK have increased by around 25%.
Severe shortages of avocados in both Israel
and Spain have left a huge supply gap, while
South Africa is predicting a 40% reduction
due to hail damage. With an avocado tree
typically taking five to seven years to yield
commercial volumes of fruit, additional supply
cannot be turned on quickly.
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OIL under the weather
The weather can almost always be too dry or too wet somewhere,
affecting supplies. There have been ongoing issues with palm oil
production due to dry weather in Southeast Asia growing areas, which
will keep prices strong. In contrast, excessive rainfall in South America
means price increases in vegetable oil are likely.

Lynx Purchasing
GP App available
FREE on

Download our FREE GP
Calculator App

Coffee prices have surged and dropped several times
in recent months, with the market sensitive to concerns
about the dry weather in key growing areas. In the longer term, the
International Coffee Organisation is forecasting a 25%
increase in global demand for coffee by 2020, which is
expected to see demand outstrip supply.

As well as helping chefs calculate menu prices and
margins from their ingredient costs, target menu price or
target GP, the App now also gives quick access to the latest
news and information on the Lynx Purchasing website.
The App is the first digital product to be given the
prestigious Craft Guild of Chefs Product Endorsement.
Corin Earland, group chef operations manager for Lynx
customer Peach Pubs, said, “The GP App is easy to use
and takes the human error out of calculating GP, which
makes it perfect for a busy kitchen. For our
business, the real benefit of the App is
in helping chefs to add specials to the
menu – they can be getting a quote for
an ingredient from a supplier and at the
same time using the App to work out
whether that will deliver their target GP.”

Lynx Purchasing works with more than 2,200 businesses
including hotels, pubs, restaurants, care homes and
education providers. Lynx offers caterers access to the
best prices in the market, with no fees or contracts.
Lynx customers also benefit from detailed market
insight, enabling them to plan menus more effectively.
01325 377845
savings@lynxpurchasing.co.uk
www.lynxpurchasing.co.uk
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The benefits of working
with Lynx include:
• No fees

The process is simple:
• Customers trade with any
recommended supplier

• No contracts

• Order direct from them

• No buying ties – just buy from
the suppliers you choose

• Pay the supplier directly

•A
 ccess to Lynx’s purchasing
power

• Take advantage of
the competitive Lynx
Purchasing prices

• Big financial savings

• Impartial advice
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Coffee demand stronger

Helping chefs keep a firm grip on costs,
Lynx Purchasing has just relaunched its FREE GP
Calculator App, available to download for the Apple iPhone
and iPad, as well as for Android phones and tablets.

